Conjugated porous polymers (CPPs) have recently emerged as a new class of visible light-active, organic and heterogeneous photocatalysts for visible light-mediated photoredox reactions. The CPPs have been established as a potential alternative to resolve critical drawbacks of traditional molecular and homogeneous photocatalysts due to their structural durability, non-toxicity, low cost due to the absence of noble metals, and high designability. Tremendous attempts have been made toward the design and synthesis of CPPs for a variety of visible light-promoted photocatalytic chemical transformations. Nevertheless, the concomitant design protocols of CPPs have not been well structured so far. Herein, in this review, we aim to summarize the recent developments in controlling the structural, photophysical and electronic properties of CPPs, and thereby extract the underlying design principles. According to the principle of the photocatalytic process, key parameters for the molecular design of CPPs were described in three sections: (1) light absorbance by energy band gap, (2) charge separation and transport, and (3) electron transfer to the target substrate. The macroscopic features, i.e. morphology, porosity and chemical functionality, and processibility of CPPs were also presented for the enhancement of their photocatalytic activity.
Introduction
Sunlight is an enormous power reservoir which daily supplies our planet with an immense amount of energy. 1 For using solar energy as the most available renewable energy source, nature has shown its ability to utilize sunlight to drive chemical processes, i.e. photosynthesis. Inspired by nature processes, scientists have made remarkable efforts toward the development of efficient photocatalysts to facilitate chemical reactions with assistance from solar energy. 2, 3 Among the intensely investigated systems, homogeneous molecular photocatalysts have led the earlier discoveries of photocatalysis, where the established examples are transition metal complexes [4] [5] [6] and organic dyes. 7 Despite the performance, several drawbacks are still associated with homogeneous photocatalysts, to name but a few, toxicity of metals, high cost, and stability issues due to the photo-bleaching effect. Furthermore, the accompanying purification step of the homogeneous system is also a nettlesome obstacle that hinders their large-scale field applications.
Metal-free and heterogeneous photocatalysts have thus drawn attention in recent years for resolving the disadvantages of homogeneous photocatalytic systems. Carbon nitrides, a state-of-the-art example of metal-free photocatalysts, have been deeply studied for visible light-driven photoredox reactions such as water splitting, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] CO 2 reduction, [14] [15] [16] bioimaging, 17, 18 humidity sensing, 19 and homogeneous catalysis. 20 p-Conjugated polymers are another emerging class as an alternative to the traditional homogeneous photocatalysts as they have versatile photophysical and electronic properties that can be controlled by the diverse combination of building blocks. Moreover, by virtue of structural designability, the conjugated polymers can be further endowed with morphological traits and specific chemical functionalities, facilitating a wider range of photocatalytic reactions with enhanced efficiency. Conjugated porous polymers (CPPs), in this regard, which combine promising features with controllable porosity and surficial properties, have arisen as an ideal candidate for visible-light-driven photocatalysis. 21 In 2013, CPPs were first demonstrated for visible light-induced chemical transformations, in which a series of poly-benzothiadiazoles could catalyze singlet oxygen ( 1 O 2 ) generation under blue light illumination to convert a-terpinene into ascaridole. 22 Since then, a considerable number of photoredox reactions have been conducted with CPPs as heterogeneous photocatalysts. Recent examples include selective oxidation of sulfides, 23 free radical polymerization, 24 dehalogenation of haloketones, 25 oxidative coupling of amines, 26 hydrogen [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and oxygen evolution, 32, 33 reduction of 4-nitrophenol, 34 metal-free Stille-type C-C coupling, 35 [2+2] cycloaddition, 36 and enantioselective a-alkylation 37 etc.
A variety of synthetic protocols are well established to prepare CPPs, 38 and the typical chemical routes are as follows; (i) metalassisted cross coupling reactions (e.g. Suzuki-, 24 Sonogashira-, 22, 39 Heck-, 40 Yamamoto-41 , Glaser-, 42 Negishi-, 43 Kumada coupling reaction, 44 and oxidative polymerization 45, 46 ), (ii) acid- 34, [47] [48] [49] and base-catalyzed polymerization, 27, 50 and (iii) thermo-driven polymerization. 9, 51, 52 Such a diversity of chemical reactions with various building blocks produces a number of CPPs for visible light-promoted photocatalytic applications. 53, 54 The p-conjugated skeleton and the corresponding properties are to be controlled by a suitable type of reaction and chemical composition, depending on the targeted applications.
Despite the performance of CPPs shown in recent studies, the associated design principles of CPPs for photocatalysis have not been well defined, raising questions such as (i) how the molecular composition and geometry affect the photocatalytic activity of the CPPs, (ii) how the functionality and morphology of the CPPs can improve the catalytic efficiency, and (iii) how the CPPs can be utilized in a large-scale system. There is therefore a demand to reveal the structure-property relationship of the CPPs for photocatalytic application. Here, carbon nitrides, which belong to their own class with a number of comprehensive reviews, [55] [56] [57] [58] will not be much covered. This review is to summarize the latest investigations upon how the molecular structures and physicochemical properties of CPPs correlate with their photocatalytic behavior. In addition, a design strategy to scale up and process CPPs for potential field applications is also discussed. We believe that this review can provide a general design concept to fine-tune the structure and property of CPPs for targeted photocatalytic chemical transformations under visible light.
Design of CPPs for photocatalysis
The photocatalytic performance of CPPs is originated from strong light-harvesting ability arising from the extended conjugation and the corresponding energy band gap. A few early examples of organic polymer photocatalysts were linear chains with delocalized p-systems, 59, 60 followed by recent studies of linear polymers with considerable photocatalytic performance. [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] By integrating morphological and surficial properties in three dimensional structures, additional strengths such as high stability, reusability and selectivity could be generated as add-on advantages, resulting into recent research activities on CPPs. In the following sections, our main focus will be firstly on the molecular design of CPPs according to the principle of photocatalysis with semiconductive materials. Then, macroscopic controls in morphology, porosity, and functionality of CPPs, and large-scale process design of CPPs will be presented in turn.
Structure design of CPPs on a molecular level
In principle, the main polymeric backbone of CPPs is sp 2 hybridized and the p z orbitals are oriented perpendicular to the polymer chain, leading to p-delocalization and the concomitant energy band gap (E g ) by a HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital)-LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) gap. 66 The molecular energy level of CPPs can be empirically determined by cyclic voltammetry or by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy in vacuo. 67 The use of computational calculations by density functional theory (DFT) has become useful to predict the energy level of CPPs. 68 The first step of heterogeneous photocatalysis by CPPs is light absorbance and the generation of charge carriers within the structure. Upon light irradiation, the semiconductive CPP absorbs photons with energy greater or equal to its band gap energy, generating electron-hole pairs. The fate of the photogenerated electron and hole could be either (volume/surface) recombination or migration to the surface for electron/energy transfer to substrates. At the surface of CPPs, the migrated electron can be donated to an electron acceptor as a reduction process, and the hole can be combined with an electron from an electron donor as an oxidation process. Therefore, key parameters of CPPs for efficient photocatalysis can be considered as the following three steps ( Fig. 1a ); (1) light absorption in the visible light range with optimal energy band gap, (2) efficient dissociation of photogenerated charge carriers and their transport in CPPs, and (3) electron or energy transfer from the CPP to the target substrates associated between the band positions of the CPP and the redox potentials of the substrates. Fig. 1b summarizes the molecular design strategy of CPPs classified into three parts based on the photocatalytic reaction processes, which are described in the following sections.
2.1.1. Light absorbance of CPPs. The energy band gap of CPPs determines what portion of the solar spectrum absorbs, thus the CPPs should have a narrow band gap of o3.18 eV to absorb visible light (390-700 nm). 69 A long extension of conjugation within CPPs allows the maximized delocalization of p electrons over the CPPs, making the optical band gap narrower. A typical approach to extend p conjugation is to utilize a longer phenylene linker within the CPPs. Zhang et al. have shown olefin-bridged porous organic polymers (OB-POPs) produced via a metal-free Knoevenagel condensation reaction using different phenylene linkers as both donor and spacer 27 (Fig. 2) . When the number of phenylene units increased, the absorption band became red-shifted due to the extended p-conjugation. When used for H 2 evolution, the H 2 production rate was well in accordance with the conjugation length of the polymers, enabling a broader light harvesting in the visible region. A similar phenomenon was observed by Cooper et al., of which covalent triazine-based frameworks (CTFs) showed red-shift and narrower optical band gap from 2.95 eV to 2.48 eV with respect to the increasing phenylene spacer length from phenyl to quaterphenyl, respectively. 70 The hydrogen productivity of the CTFs, however, was inconsistent with the length of the phenylene linker, where the biphenyl-linked CTF-2 showed the highest performance. The mechanistic study further proved that there was a trade-off between the light absorption and thermodynamic driving force for the oxidation of sacrificial agents. Tuning of phenylene linkers on CTFs has been recently applied for photocatalytic oxygen evolution in the UV-vis region, showing a decrease in the optical band gap from 2.98 eV to 2.36 eV upon increasing the number of phenyl units in the structure. 71 The authors suggested that the combinational consideration upon optical absorbance and oxidation potential is critical for O 2 evolution.
Incorporation of photosensitizer molecules within CPPs could be a simple approach to increase the number of conjugation units for light harvesting with the lower energy band gap. Bottom-up approaches of making polymeric structures with known photosensitizing units were recently reported. Dye molecules such as Rose Bengal, 72 range from 350 nm to 700 nm ( Fig. 3a ). 72 The obtained polymer RB-CMP1 showed high porosity (4830 m 2 g À1 ) and reactivity for heterogeneous photocatalytic aza-Henry reaction. Similarly, a BODIPY chromophore was employed to generate polymer photocatalyst CMPBDP by Liras et al., 74 showing an intense light absorption at around 550 nm. The utilization of BODIPY into the polymer further enabled complexation with ruthenium, forming a hybrid structure for the improved catalytic efficiency. 75 The incorporation of metallophthalocyanine photosensitizer in CPPs allowed light absorption in the long-wavelength visible to far-red regions (Fig. 3b ). 82 The attained polymer MPc-CMP could efficiently generate singlet oxygen ( 1 O 2 ) at 700 nm (M = Co, Ni, Cu, Zn), where the zinc-and copper-coordinated structures showed the highest efficiency among the four MPc-CMPs. Meanwhile, the binding motif of monomers and their stoichiometry determine the amount of photosensitizers loaded on CPPs. Lin et al. showed that the homocoupling of [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ maximized the loading of chromophores into the polymer up to B90%, 79 comparable to the cross-coupled nonconjugated structures with 2.2% of Ru photosensitizer ( Fig. 3c ). 83 The higher loading of the photoactive unit resulted in enhanced visible light absorption and electron transfer. The Ru(bpy) 3 2+ -homocoupled polymer was almost nonporous with small surface area, however, it showed superior photocatalytic efficiency for organic transformations, i.e. aza-Henry reaction, oxidative coupling of amines, and reductive dehalogenation reaction, owing to efficient excited state migration through Ru chromophores.
Copolymerization of two or more monomers having different energy levels is the dominating synthetic route to control the photophysical properties of CPPs. The energy band gap of CPPs can be adjusted by the molecular hybridization between the monomers for intramolecular p electron interaction, resulting in the reduced band gap of CPPs. A representative example of the copolymerized CPPs for the band gap control was made by Cooper et al. 28 A series of pyrene-based conjugated microporous polymers (CP-CMPn, n = 1 to 15) was prepared by statistical copolymerization between benzene and pyrene. The tunable band gaps by increasing pyrene composition were found to be altered from 2.95 to 1.94 eV along with the photoluminescent peak from 445 to 588 nm, respectively ( Fig. 4 ). Time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) revealed that the narrower band position of the pyrene-containing system than that of the benzene-containing system contributed to the optical gap shifts of pyrene-dominant structures to higher wavelengths. When applied for photocatalytic H 2 evolution, CP-CMP10 with the optical band gap of 2.33 eV displayed the highest amount of H 2 produced among the structures, clearly showing that the electronic structure and optical property should be well aligned for the enhanced photocatalytic activity.
2.1.2. Charge separation and transport within CPPs. Upon the light absorption, the electron-hole pair is generated by photoexcitation, and the efficient charge separation in CPPs is often achieved by having a donor-acceptor (D-A) interface within the structure. When the CPPs consist of an electronrich donor and electron-poor acceptor, the photoexcited donor unit transfers the electron to the acceptor unit with higher electron affinity, preventing the fast charge recombination. Zhang and Shi et al. reported a copolymerization of aromatics with graphitic carbon nitride (g-C 3 N 4 ) to give a series of intramolecular D-A conjugated polymers, showing the enhanced charge carrier separation and mobility. 84 Under light irradiation, the g-C 3 N 4 possessed photoexcited electrons and holes in the same triazine ring, where the electron located on carbon and the hole on nitrogen, inducing the charge recombination with high probability. However, by the incorporation of quinoline on g-C 3 N 4 by the nucleophilic substitution reaction, the photogenerated electrons on the HOMO of the nitrogen-based donor unit were transferred to the LUMO of the quinoline acceptor unit by charge transfer transition, and thus the electron and holes could locate at the separated units for delayed charge recombination. The improved electronic conductivity and photocurrent further confirmed that the quinoline-based conjugated polymer showed efficient charge separation and transfer, leading to four times higher H 2 production rate than the pure g-C 3 N 4 photocatalyst. Similarly, CPP with alternating heptazine (D) and benzothiadiazole (A) moieties showed enhanced H 2 evolution compared to g-C 3 N 4 due to the stabilization of the photoexcited charge carriers in the D-A structure. 85 Li et al. reported on the design of molecular donor-acceptor heterostructures with covalent triazine frameworks ( Fig. 5 ). 86 Within the polymer network, benzothiadiazole and thiophene moieties were selectively incorporated as electron-withdrawing and electron-donating units by sequential copolymerization, respectively. The authors showed enhanced charge-carrier separation within the heterostructures, and therefore the photocatalytic H 2 production could be efficiently facilitated, showing 4-6 times higher H 2 evolution rate (6.6 mmol g À1 h À1 ) than the single component structures. Likewise, Zhang et al. showed the copolymerization of benzene with thiophene as a strong donor and benzothiadiazole as a strong acceptor to demonstrate that the D-A compositions in CPPs could improve the charge separation and mobility. 87 In particular, the structure made out of benzene and benzothiadiazole (BBT) showed the most intense signal, indicating that the photogenerated charge separation was efficient when with a weak donor and strong acceptor combination. The BBT structure thereby gave the highest photocatalytic efficiency for CQC bond activation of styrene to generate benzaldehyde as the main product. Similarly, three CPPs were synthesized with a triphenyltriazine core and three linkers of thiophene, benzene, and benzothiadiazole for photocatalytic reduction of CO 2 . 88 Electrochemical impedance and photocurrent measurements confirmed that the CPP with the benzothiadiazole linker (CPs-BT) exhibited the minimum Nyquist radius and an improved photocurrent response, indicating higher charge separation and mobility. The CPs-BT thus gave a stable photoconversion of CO 2 to CO with high selectivity, leading to a high quantum yield of 1.75% at 405 nm. Bojdys et al. recently showed a library of sulfur and nitrogen containing porous polymers, where the thiophenebased monomers played a role as an electron donor and the triazine-containing units as an electron acceptor. 89 The authors demonstrated the optimal band gaps of the polymers for proton reduction and the oxidation of the sacrificial donor lay at 2.1-2.3 eV formed by the D-A interaction. More importantly, when the donor and the acceptor were spaced with a phenyl linker, the push-pull effect by D-A units was rather weakened to yield less charge mobility within the polymers. The polymer consisting of benzotrithiophene and triazine exhibited the superior H 2 evolution rate of 3158 mmol h À1 g À1 with 4.5% of apparent quantum efficiency at 420 nm due to the D-A induced charge transfer.
Multiple domain D-A compositions in a single CPP led to enhanced photoinduced charge separation via an intramolecular energy transfer. Zhang et al. reported an asymmetric covalent triazine framework (asy-CTF) consisting of four different molecular D-A domains in comparison to symmetric ones ( Fig. 6a  and b ). 90 Each domain showed different electron densities on the HOMO/LUMO levels ( Fig. 6c ), allowing the energy transfer cascade. Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) spectra revealed that asy-CTF (1.27 ns) showed shorter fluorescence lifetime compared to the symmetric CTF-Th (1.66 ns). When in the selected time trace as shown in Fig. 6d and e, asy-CTF showed much higher and broader energy emission peak than CTF-Th, suggesting multiple overlapping emissive bands which Fig. 5 Enhanced charge separation within a covalent triazine framework by creating an intramolecular heterostructure via sequential copolymerization strategy. Reproduced with permission. 86 Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH. 
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red-shift to lower energy by successive excitation energy transfer. Compared to the symmetric CTFs, asy-CTF exhibited a suppressed energy band gap of 2.3 eV and a higher photocurrent, indicating the improved light absorbance and charge mobility, respectively.
Owing to the upshift of HOMO/LUMO level, asy-CTF could have a higher reductive overpotential toward an oxidant molecule (E red = À0.78 V vs. SCE) than the symmetric CTFs, leading to the highest photocatalytic efficiency for synthesizing benzophosphole oxide from secondary phosphine oxide and alkyne in the presence of N-ethoxy-2-methylpyridinium tetrafluoroborate as the oxidant. The photogenerated electrons and holes migrate through the p-conjugated CPP chains and take part in photocatalytic reactions, and thus the longer lifetime of electron-hole pairs by the efficient charge transport can improve the photocatalytic activity of CPPs. Zhang et al. suggested the geometry design principle of benzoxadiazole-based CPPs by merely changing the substitution positions on the central phenyl group with divalent benzoxadiazole linker ( Fig. 7) . 26 When the benzoxadiazole linker was connected to the 1,3,5-position on the phenyl unit, the CPP showed a large increase in the EPR (electron paramagnetic resonance) spectrum under light, indicating the longer living of charge carriers. On the other hand, the CPPs with 1,2,4-and 1,2,4,5-substitutions led to a marginal response in the EPR spectra, likely due to the lower charge mobility. The difference in structural configurations also resulted in the band position change in CPPs, and the CPP with 1,3,5-substitution gave the highest photocatalytic activity in the oxidative coupling of amines with the proper band alignment and the longer living electron-hole pair. The authors further showed a series of poly-(benzothiadiazole)s according to the variation of substitution sites on the phenyl core with benzothiadiazole linker. 31 The polymer with 1,4-substitution (B-BT-1,4) exhibited the narrowest band gap of 2.17 eV and enhanced photocurrent owing to the extended p-conjugation. The linear type B-BT-1,4 yielded a higher photocatalytic H 2 production rate compared to the three-dimensional structures with 1,3,5-, 1,2,4-, and 1,2,4,5substitution of the benzothiadiazole unit on the phenyl core, supporting the good charge transfer ability of B-BT-1,4. In the same vein, Zhang et al. mentioned that the meso-positions of the phenyl core were unfavorable for p-delocalization compared to the para-positions. 27 The effect of structure conformation on charge transport was further investigated by using a variety of comonomers on CPPs. Müllen et al. employed different sizes of phenylene derivatives as building blocks in poly(azomethine) networks. 47 As the size of the monomer increased (i.e. from benzene to anthracene), the optical band gap of the resulting polymers became narrower due to the extended p-conjugation as shown in Section 2.1.1. When the anthracene monomer was connected by the 9,10-position, however, the network linkage created a high torsion angle (B301), interrupting the transport of charge carriers and thereby lowering the photocatalytic activity for H 2 production. With the connection to the 2,6-position on anthracene, the polymer network showed a planar structure with the torsion angle less than 21, and the H 2 evolution rate was far increased, demonstrating a clear deviation of planarity in the connecting struts to affect the photoactivity of CPPs. Similarly, Cai et al. synthesized CPPs with perylene diimide and bipyridyl linker for photocatalytic H 2 evolution and dye degradation, where the coplanar structure exhibited better charge transport. 91 A series of porous conjugated polymers was designed by copolymerizing electron-rich chromophores with bipyridyl comonomers. 92 The connection between the bipyridyl unit and DBD (4,8-di(thiophen-2-yl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b 0 ]dithiophene) as a strong electron-donor provided a coplanar structure of the CPP, leading to a favorable charge transport for photocatalytic H 2 evolution. A clear example for the effect of a planar structure in CPP-based photocatalysis has been unveiled by Lotsch et al. 49 Twodimensional azine-based covalent organic frameworks (N x -COFs) were produced using a series of triphenylarylaldehydes to vary the number of nitrogen atoms (x = 0 to 3) on the central aryl ring (Fig. 8 ). The increase of nitrogen content on the COF directly View Article Online corresponded to the higher H 2 production rate. The more nitrogen content on the central aryl ring resulted in less dihedral angle to improve crystallinity and stack two-dimensional layers of COF, leading to the enhanced charge mobility and light harvesting. A series of two-dimensional planar CPPs was lately reported for enhanced charge transport. Xu et al. have achieved overall water splitting using a 1,3-diyne-linked CPP, generating a stoichiometric amount of H 2 and O 2 under visible light. 33 The ultrathin layer of CPPs allowed the excitons to directly migrate to the polymer surface, which minimized charge recombination to yield the high quantum efficiency of 10% at 420 nm. Besides, layer-structured covalent triazine frameworks (CTF) were proven to show higher photocatalytic activities via the improved charge mobility and the suppressed charge recombination. Jin and Tan et al. presented the CTFs constructed by the polycondensation reaction between aldehyde and amidine monomers under mild conditions, and the resulting CTF-HUSTs showed extremely high efficiency for photocatalytic H 2 evolution. 30 The same authors were further able to control the crystallinity of CTFs by decreasing the nucleation rate during the polycondensation process. Instead of directly using the aldehyde monomer, the authors chose alcohol monomer to be in situ oxidized to the aldehyde monomer for slowing down the initial nucleation of CTF (Fig. 9a ). By the stepwise increase of the reaction temperature, CTF-HUST exhibited good crystallinity, leading to the improved charge transport in the framework (Fig. 9b) . Indeed, the crystalline CTF-HUST-C1 gave 3.5 times higher H 2 production rate than the layered CTF-HUST-1, showing 5100 mmol h À1 g À1 and 1460 mmol h À1 g À1 , respectively. The crystalline CTFs and their photocatalytic behavior were also demonstrated by Thomas et al. 93 Via a two-step synthetic process combining the acidcatalyzed trimerization and ionothermal method, CTFs could show the enhanced crystallinity even in much shorter reaction time (max. 30 min) than the ionothermal synthesis (40 h). The H 2 evolution efficiency of CTFs was increased with respect to the longer time of ionothermal reaction up to 10 min, likely due to higher crystallinity and polymerization degree of CTFs. When heated longer than 10 min, the H 2 production rate of CTFs started to decrease owing to the partial carbonization of the structures. Very recently, Cooper et al. revealed that sulfonecontaining covalent organic frameworks with high crystallinity outperformed the semicrystalline and the amorphous conjugated polymer for photocatalytic H 2 evolution. 94 The crystallinity of the polymer layers facilitated the p-delocalization through p-p stacking as well as the enhanced charge carrier transport within the polymer, leading to 9 times higher H 2 production rate than the amorphous counterpart.
2.1.3. Electron transfer from CPPs to target substrates. The photogenerated electrons and holes in CPPs cause a redox reaction by the interaction with target substrates. Most importantly, the band positions of CPPs should correspond to the redox potentials of the substrates, i.e. the bottom level of the LUMO in CPPs has to be more negative than the reduction potential of the electron acceptor, while the top level of the HOMO should be more positive than the oxidation potential of the electron donor. The photo-induced electrons and holes with thermodynamically sufficient potentials are then able to reduce and oxidize the electron acceptor and donor, respectively. The HOMO/LUMO levels of CPPs can be altered in various ways, for instance, by the changing the conjugation length, copolymerization ratio of comonomers, and substitution positions of linkers, as we mentioned in the earlier sections. The most promising way of engineering the band positions is to introduce alternating composition of donor and acceptor moieties into CPPs. By the molecular hybridization and the intramolecular charge transfer between donor and acceptor, CPPs could have a compressed energy band gap and the associated band positions are dependent on the intrinsic attributes of the donor and acceptor units, 96 where the HOMO of CPPs is the characteristic of the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO of CPPs is the characteristic of the LUMO of the acceptor. 97 For instance, a recent study from Zhang et al. 96 showed that the combination of strong donor and weak acceptor could raise the reduction potential of organic photocatalysts as high as the reductive potential of an aryl halide substrate (E red Z 2.0 V vs. SCE) for an aromatic C-C bond formation reaction under visible light. We again note that, however, energy band gap is highly dependent on the degree of p-delocalization, and thus the conjugation length and structural conformation of CPPs could affect the band positions along with the D-A compositions. In a typical system of D-A based CPPs, Zhang et al. introduced benzobisthiadiazole as a strong electron acceptor, and View Article Online they found that varying the amount of the acceptor was effective to tune the band structure of CPPs for the oxidative cyclization of N,N-dimethylaniline with N-phenylmaleimide under visible-light irradiation. 98 As the amount of benzobisthiadiazole increased, the resulting HOMO-LUMO levels of the CPPs could be strategically aligned with narrower optical band gaps (Fig. 10 ). The reaction mechanism involved the oxidation of N,N-dimethylaniline (E Ox = 0.384 V vs. SCE) 99 and the generation of perhydroxyl radicals from superoxide (E Red = À0.86 V vs. SCE) to oxidize the cyclized intermediate. The CPP containing 10 mol% of benzobisthiadiazole (P-BBT-10) with the second highest redox potential to bracket the redox potentials of substrates therefore showed the best photocatalytic performance among the four structures. Despite the higher redox potential than P-BBT-10, the structure without benzobisthiadiazole (P-BBT-0) exhibited a large energy band gap up to 3.12 eV, yielding less conversion efficiency due to the limited visible light absorption. Even a single change of heteroatom in the acceptor unit can alter the band position of CPPs, as displayed in Fig. 11a . Poly(benzochalcogenadiazole)s were constructed with different types of chalcogen atoms (i.e. O, S, and Se) on acceptor-type monomers, giving B-BO, B-BT, and B-BS, respectively. 100 It has been earlier reported that the stabilizing effect of a heteroatom on the LUMO can correlate with the ionization potential (IP) of the heteroatom, in other words, a smaller IP of the heteroatom leads to larger stabilization of the LUMO level in a macromolecule. 101 The resulting CPPs exhibited a stabilizing LUMO level from B-BO to B-BS, since the degree of IP is decreasing from oxygen to selenium, resulting in the lower LUMO level of CPPs. Unexpectedly, however, the HOMO level of CPPs was significantly affected by the change in heteroatoms on the acceptor unit, making B-BS with sulfur of benzothiadiazole have the strongest oxidation potential. This implies that the band positions of CPPs cannot be simply predicted by the original properties of the D-A units; 102 nonetheless, the higher surface area and the stronger response in the EPR spectrum of B-BS reflected the structural differences among the three CPPs for the discrepancy in their HOMO levels. The sulfur-containing B-BT showed the strongest oxidative potential, largest band gap, and most long-lived electron-hole pair production ( Fig. 11b and c), resulting in the highest conversion for oxidative coupling of benzyl amines among the three CPPs.
In parallel to the acceptor control, donor-type monomers have been introduced to optimize the band structure of CPPs for target applications. Typically, carbazole-based porous organic framework (Cz-POF-1) has been successfully synthesized by Zhang et al. 45 The Cz-POF-1 exhibited strong electron-donating properties and extremely high surface area (B2065 m 2 g À1 ), accelerating photocatalytic reactions, i.e. dehalogenation of phenacyl bromides, hydroxylation of arylboronic acids, and a-alkylation of aldehydes. Similar carbazole-based conjugated microporous polymer (C-CMP) has been created by Loh et al., where the C-CMP photocatalyst was utilized for oxidative coupling of amine, aerobic dehydrogenation of heterocycles, and oxidation of sulfides. 105 Recent trial of varying D-A ratio in the carbazolic copolymers (CzCP) showed a clear tendency of downshift in the HOMO/LUMO levels with respect to the increasing amount of acceptor units by the stabilizing effect, where the oxidation potential gradually increased from 1.23 V to 1.83 V vs. SCE for CzCP0 (D : A = 100 : 0) and CzCP100 (D : A = 0 : 100), respectively (Fig. 12a) . 103 With the strongest oxidation capability, the CzCP100 consisting of 100% acceptor unit exhibited the highest efficiency for the oxidation of benzylic b-O-4 alcohols. For the reductive cleavage of b-O-4 ketones, on the other hand, the CzCP33 (D : A = 66 : 33) gave the highest yield owing to the largest reductive capability for the reduction of lignin oxide as a target substrate. Likewise, Pan and Yu et al. demonstrated that the oxidation potentials of carbazole-based conjugated microporous polymers could be altered by incorporating different D-A units as a core (Fig. 12b ). 104 When consisting of all donor units with benzene as a core, the polymer exhibited the strongest oxidation potential of 1.42 V vs. SCE (CMP-SCU6), while the polymer with triazine as a core resulted in the oxidation potential of 1.19 V vs. SCE (CMP-SCU7). The stronger oxidation potential of CMP-SCU6 allowed the effective C-3 formylation and thiocyanation of indoles owing to the greater overpotential toward the target substrates.
Elemental doping on CPPs can change the chemical composition of D-A units, thus resulting in the shift of the band positions. The doping method on CPPs has been much conducted by using elemental sulfur. Su et al. reported sulfur-doped covalent triazine-based frameworks (CTFS x , where x indicates the amount of injected sulfur, x = 0, 5, 10, 20 and 30 wt%), where the electronic structure and energy band positions of CTF were effectively modified by the loading of sulfur up to 0.52 atom% (Fig. 13 ). 106 The doped sulfur atom on CTF replaced the nitrogen atom on the triazine ring to form a C-S bond, and led to a narrower band gap of CTF by a drastic upshift of the HOMO level (being shifted from 1.61 V to 0.55 V vs. Ag/AgCl) through the electronic coupling between the sulfur-doped triazine ring as an acceptor and the neighboring phenyl rings as a donor. The smaller band gap of sulfur-doped CTF could harvest more visible light with a clear red shift in light absorbance, and the improved photocurrent was further observed on CTFS x , giving 5 times higher H 2 evolution rate than the bare CTF structure. Similarly, Wang et al. produced a sulfur-doped polyimide (SPI) through thermal copolymerization with sublimed sulfur, giving 0.38 atom% sulfur content within the structure. 107 The nitrogen atom in polyimide was replaced with the doped sulfur to form a S-C bond, resulting in improved light absorbance. In contrast to the sulfur-doped CTF, however, the HOMO of SPI was lowered by 0.7 eV compared to the bare PI. The authors explained that PI consisted of pyromellitic dianhydride as an acceptor and triazine as a donor, and thus the sulfur doping on triazine promoted the stronger electron pull-push effect to lower the HOMO level of the SPI. The SPI thereby showed a faster degradation kinetic of organic dyes due to the stronger oxidation potential.
Utilization of two (or more) semiconductors as a composite is a way to adjust the band positions of photocatalysts by the charge transfer between the photocatalysts. The formation of a heterojunction in the hybrid structure facilitates the efficient dissociation of photo-generated charge carriers at the interface of the photocatalyst, leading to an increase in the number of holes and electrons in the photocatalytic system and the decrease in charge recombination rate, as described in Section 2.1.2. As a result, one photocatalyst could have much more photogenerated electrons collected on the LUMO level for enhanced reduction reaction, while the other photocatalyst with more holes on the HOMO level can play a role in an oxidation reaction. Huang et al. prepared an organic/organic hybrid photocatalyst with carbon nitride (C 3 N 4 ) and linear-type poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) for H 2 evolution. 108 The photoluminescence (PL) quenching experiment of the composites revealed the electron transfer between two photocatalysts, showing a drastic decrease in PL intensity of g-C 3 N 4 peak with the increasing amount of P3HT in the composite. The evolution of new PL peaks further confirmed the recombination of the photogenerated electron in P3HT with the hole in g-C 3 N 4 and vice versa, indicating the charge transfer between two organic photocatalysts. By incorporating 3 wt% of P3HT on C 3 N 4 , the H 2 production rate increased up to 300 times compared to bare g-C 3 N 4 , giving 2.9% of quantum yield at 420 nm. In the identical regime of P3HT/C 3 N 4 , Peng et al. demonstrated that the PL lifetime of the P3HT was significantly prolonged by adding C 3 N 4 to the P3HT solution, demonstrating the electron transfer from P3HT to C 3 N 4 . 109 With ascorbic acid as a sacrificial agent, the composite exhibited a quantum yield of H 2 evolution up to 77.4% at 420 nm. Three-dimensional poly(benzothiadiazole) was also introduced in the hybrid system with C 3 N 4 (BBT-C 3 N 4 ). 110 The BBT-C 3 N 4 composite exhibited enhanced oxidation and reduction ability for photocatalytic removal of sulfathiazole and Cr(VI) owing to the efficient charge carrier transfer for the band alignment to the target substrates. Recently, the van der Waals heterostructure of aza-conjugated microporous polymer (aza-CMP) and C 2 N nanosheets was shown by Xiong and Xu et al., accomplishing the Z-scheme overall water splitting to produce a 2 : 1 stoichiometric ratio of H 2 and O 2 (Fig. 14) . 111 The proper alignment of the band structure was obtained by two polymer nanosheets, where the aza-CMP took part for water oxidation and C 2 N for proton reduction, leading to the Z-scheme photocatalysis. The rapid charge carrier separation and transfer were also observed by PL quenching and photocurrent measurement, obviously due to the overlapping interfaces between the ultrathin layers of two polymers.
Inorganic/organic hybrid systems have been developed in a row. Zhang et al. immobilized Pd nanoparticles (5-10 nm in size, 3 wt%) on a conjugated microporous poly(benzoxadiazole) (B-BO 3 ) for photocatalytic Suzuki coupling between aryl halide and arylboronic acid (Fig. 15 ). 112 The formation of a hybrid heterojunction on the Pd metal and B-BO 3 interface resulted in a positively-charged region in the polymer and negatively-charged region in the metal nanoparticles due to the Schottky effect. 113 When irradiated, the charge carrier generated within the B-BO 3 migrated into the Pd nanoparticles, and thus the excited electron could further amplify the Schottky effect to activate hard substrates such as iodobenzene with a C-I bond even at room temperature. The pure B-BO 3 without Pd content exhibited no conversion, proving the indispensable role of Pd nanoparticles. Heterojunction formation between poly(benzoxadiazole) and palladium nanoparticles. Reproduced with permission. 112 Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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Yu et al. reported that the residual Pd content in CPPs after the polymer synthesis could affect the catalytic activity of CPPs, where the H 2 evolution rate could be increased by having max. B2 wt% Pd remaining in the structure. 92 Linear conjugated polymers shown by Kosco et al. demonstrated that the remaining Pd concentration in the polymers (B0.1 wt%) had a critical effect on the photocatalytic H 2 production rate, and the pure polymer after the complete removal of Pd species was inactive for H 2 evolution. 114 This implies that the residual Pd species should be considered to evaluate the photocatalytic behavior of CPPs. Incorporation of UV-active TiO 2 nanoparticles was recently carried out upon CPP photocatalysts. Banerjee et al. reported a hybrid system of porous porphyrin organic polymer (TpTph) and TiO 2 nanoparticles. 115 The composite structure of TpTph-TiO 2 in a 1 : 2 ratio won over both bare TpTph and TiO 2 nanoparticles for photocatalytic H 2 production under visible-light illumination. The photo-excited electron generated by a porphyrin unit was transferred into the conduction band of TiO 2 , which reduced a water molecule into H 2 in the presence of a Pt co-catalyst. The polymer/TiO 2 hybrid was also applied for photocatalytic organic transformations. 116 Zhang et al. showed that poly(benzothiadiazole) containing 80 wt% of TiO 2 nanoparticles displayed an excellent photocatalytic behavior for oxidative coupling of amine and oxidation of sulfides, exceeding the efficiency of pristine poly(benzothiadiazole). More examples of inorganic/organic hybrid photocatalysts have been recently shown, for instance, MoO 3 /polyimide, 117 MoS 2 /polyimide, 118 WO 3 /polyimide, 119 and phosphotungstic acid/polyimide. 120 
Macroscopic design of CPPs
The design of the CPP structure on a molecular level has induced intrinsic optical and electronic structure modulation of CPPs, affecting their photocatalytic behavior. Besides, there exist macroscopic design criteria of CPPs, i.e. morphology, porosity, and chemical functionalities, which can help to promote the photocatalytic reaction efficiency. Those criteria ought to be a secondary consideration after the structural control of CPPs, however, there have been a number of studies showing that the macroscopic factors boost up the photocatalytic efficiency of CPPs.
2.2.1. Morphology. Hollow architectures of CPP photocatalysts are of particular interest, in terms of the inner channels that harbor guest molecules and facilitate mass transfer. Son and coworkers reported a sulfonated hollow microporous organic polymer (S-HMOP) built by SiO 2 templating (83 AE 4 nm). 121 The S-HMOP was utilized as a molecular carrier to load versatile homogeneous photocatalysts such as dye molecules, Ru complexes, and Zn-porphyrins. The utilization of hollow S-HMOP provided a platform to endow the molecular photocatalysts with high surface area, stability, and ease in separation. The effect of hollow morphology in photocatalysis has been clearly shown by Zhang et al. (Fig. 16a ). 34 Nanoporous covalent triazine frameworks (CTF) were constructed via a super acid vapor-assisted solid phase synthetic method in the presence of SiO 2 nanoparticles (B300 nm in size). The resulting polymer CTF-BT consisted of photoactive benzothiadiazole units with interconnected hollow structure ( Fig. 16b and c) . When used for photocatalytic reduction of 4-nitrophenol, the CTF with a hollow structure exhibited excellent reduction behavior to produce 4-aminophenol, while the bulk CTF and the ground CTF (to get rid of hollow voids) showed far lesser efficiency. It thus implied that the hollow structure of CTF-BT enhanced the photocatalytic activity due to efficient mass transfer and light reflection through the hollow channel. Zhang et al. generated a series of conjugated microporous polymer nanoparticles via Pdcatalyzed cross-coupling polycondensations in an oil-in-water miniemulsion. 122 The transformation of a bulk photocatalyst into nanostructures provided high surface area, water dispersity, and processibility, which was demonstrated by the improved photo-activation of O 2 and oxidation of amines. The morphology of nanoparticles was dependent on the type of comonomers, varying the shapes i.e. nanosphere, nanorod, and nanoring. The authors further tried to control the morphology of nanoparticles by altering the amount of benzothiadiazole unit. 63 By increasing the benzothiadiazole moiety, the morphology of the resulting polymer nanoparticles was evolved from sphere to ring. The nanoring photocatalyst was highly efficient for photocatalytic inactivation of bacteria under visible light illumination. A nano-sized polymer dot photocatalyst could also be produced by post-synthetic nano-precipitation with linear benzothiadiazole polymer. 123 The polymer dot (Pdot) ranged in size from 30 to 50 nm with complete water dispersity, and showed the extended light absorption up to 550 nm with a narrow band gap of 2.38 eV. The effect of nano-size was proven by photocatalytic H 2 evolution behavior, in which the H 2 production efficiency of Pdot was 5-orders of magnitude higher than that of a pristine linear polymer, giving 8.3 AE 0.2 mmol h À1 g À1 of production rate in the absence of additional co-catalysts. 45 High surface area and pore volume are thus compulsory to facilitate photocatalytic reactions and give higher yield. Vilela et al. utilized 12 nm-sized SiO 2 nanoparticles as a template to control the surface area of conjugated microporous poly(benzothiadiazole)s (CMP_X, where X stands for the amount of SiO 2 added, X = 0, 6.25, 12.5, 25, 55, and 60 mg mL À1 ). 22 By increasing the concentration of SiO 2 nanoparticles, the surface area of the obtained polymer jumped from 270 m 2 g À1 to 660 m 2 g À1 for CMP_0 and CMP_60, respectively. With a better accessibility into high porosity, CMP_60 having the highest surface area showed a quantitative conversion of a-terpinene into ascaridole by photocatalytic singlet oxygen generation. The conversion efficiency increased almost proportionally to the increase in surface area of CMP_X ( Fig. 17) . In order to more expand the porosity in a CPP photocatalyst, mesoporous silica SBA-15 was employed as a support by Zhang et al. (Fig. 18 ). 124 A thiophene-based covalent triazine framework (CTF-Th) was grown as a thin layer in the mesopores of SBA-15, resulting in a photoactive composite (CTF-Th@SBA-15) with high surface area (548 m 2 g À1 ). CTF-Th@ SBA-15 displayed superior photocatalytic activity for selective oxidation of benzyl alcohols. When the SBA-15 support was removed, the conversion efficiency of CTF-Th dropped down to one-fifth, indicating that the support-induced porosity played an important role in enhancing photocatalytic activity.
A large-scale porosity of CPPs was further achieved via a polymerized high internal phase emulsion (polyHIPE) synthetic protocol. The p-conjugated polyHIPEs were firstly developed by Vilela and coworkers, 125 in which benzothiadiazole and fluorene moieties were copolymerized with 1,3,5-tribromobenzene in different ratios. The resulting polyHIPEs exhibited the BET surface areas of 35-50 m 2 g À1 , and the monolithic structures could be utilized for a continuous flow set-up for photocatalytic oxidation of a-terpinene. Various CPP photocatalysts were produced in polyHIPE form, showing excellent performance for free radical polymerization 24 and reductive dehalogenation of haloketones. 25 The low surface area of polyHIPE-based CPP was reformed by thermal deprotection of a tert-butyl carboxylate (BOC) functional group in the polymer network ( Fig. 19 ). 23 In a typical set-up, the p-conjugated polyHIPE (B-CB 3 ) showed 8 times increase in BET surface area from 27 m 2 g À1 to 230 m 2 g À1 by the removal of the BOC group. The improved porosity led to increase in conversion efficiency and selectivity for photocatalytic oxidation of sulfides.
Function integration.
Making CPPs water-compatible has been reported as a remaining task for energy, bio, and environmental applications of CPPs. 21, 54 Post-modification of CPPs with hydrophilic functional groups is an efficient way without harming the p-conjugation of CPPs, but simply results in good water dispersity of CPPs. Poly(benzothiadiazole)s were decorated with 3-mercaptopropionic acid by thiol-yne chemistry to make water-dispersible CPPs. 126 With high water-compatibility, the resulting polymer was able to convert water-soluble 2-furoic acid to 5-hydroxy-2(5H)-furanone by creating singlet oxygen solely in water. Functional groups formed during the polymer formulation could also enhance water compatibility of CPPs. Zhang et al. reported the olefin-bridged conjugated porous polymer synthesized by a Knoevenagel reaction (OB-POP-4 as described in Section 2.1.2), and the cyano substituents in the polymer network helped to improve water wettability for photocatalytic H 2 production. 27 
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Similarly, Lotsch et al. found that phenyl-triazine oligomers produced via low-temperature ionothermal synthesis showed nice water dispersity due to the presence of nitrile units. 127 In the recent report by Cooper et al., the introduction of sulfone groups in the CPPs produced much lower contact angles in water, leading to favourable interactions with water molecules and a sacrificial donor for photocatalytic H 2 evolution. 94 Ionic functional groups were further incorporated into CPPs for a better water compatibility. Zhang et al. attached ionic liquid moiety (1-alkyl-3vinylimidazolium bromide) as a terminal group of the photoactive polymer ( Fig. 20) . 128 The water-dispersible polymer photocatalyst (P-FL-BT2) could be transformed into either nanoparticles or porous monoliths via a self-initiated radical crosslinking of vinylimidazolium units at the terminal. The resulting porous materials as a heterogeneous photocatalyst demonstrated excellent performance for photo-degradation of organic dyes and reduction of toxic Cr(VI). Wang et al. produced a photoactive polymer bearing imidazolium group with an oligo(ethylene glycol) moiety, allowing both electrostatic binding upon the cell membrane and water compatibility for cell imaging. 129 Charge-assisted water-solubility of CPPs could be achieved by acid treatment of azulene-based conjugated microporous polymer. 130 The protonation of a cyclopentadiene ring of azulene under acidic conditions led to the formation of a stable aromatic tropylium cation, providing hydrophilicity toward the polymer network for photocatalytic water treatment.
Process design of CPPs
Future research direction of CPPs will rely on their integration into a physical device for field applications. At the current stage, most of the research is heavily focused on material development over process design. Early series of photo-reactors using CPPs were carried out with the p-conjugated polyHIPEs (shown in Section 2.2.2). [23] [24] [25] 125 In a typical condition, the porous polyHIPE monoliths were packed in a glass column, and the mixture of substrates was pumped through the column, which was irradiated with visible-light. The monolithic photocatalyst, however, has limitations in absorbing light through the thick body, so that a large number of photoactive sites hidden inside of the polymer are often wasted. A commercial photochemical flow reactor consisting of a coil reactor and LED module has also been used. 76 The photocatalyst dispersion and liquid substrate were pumped through the coil reactor repeatedly, thus improving the contact between the photocatalyst and substrate. But it may take more time and energy to treat a large amount of substrate in the coil reactor system. One way of fully utilizing the CPPs in the continuous flow system would be employing a packing support to create inner flow paths and expose the photoactive polymer on the surface. In this regard, a fixed-bed flow reactor was designed by Zhang et al., incorporated with photoactive CPP-coated glass fiber ( Fig. 21) . 37 The CPP supported with glass fiber showed good light harvesting ability, which was attributed to the thin layer of the CPP (80 nm) Fig. 19 Porosity control of CPPs by thermal deprotection of the functional group. Generation of additional porosity via a thermal deprotection of the BOC group in p-conjugated polyHIPEs. Reproduced with permission. 23 Copyright 2014 The Royal Society of Chemistry. Fig. 20 Functionality control of CPPs for water compatibility. Conjugated polymer networks with vinylimidazolium group for self-initiated crosslinking. Adapted with permission. 128 Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH. on glass fiber, allowing facile light penetration through the fibers. The CPP-coated glass fiber showed an excellent photocatalytic activity for enantioselective a-alkylation of aldehyde and a-bromoketone in the photo-reactor. In consideration of the amount of polymer on the glass fiber (B3.2 wt%), the photocatalytic efficiency exceeded that from a flow system with a monolithic photocatalyst, using 15 times less amount of the photoactive polymer. Therefore, processing of CPPs would be of importance to maximize their photocatalytic performance for industrial applications. The coating of CPPs upon glass beads 131 and films 132, 133 may also be good options to bring CPPs into well-designed photo-reactor systems.
Conclusions and outlook
Given the designability, various efforts have been made to optimize the structure and properties of CPPs for targetspecific photocatalytic reactions under visible light irradiation. Fine control over the molecular structure of CPPs has been implemented by considering the type, amount, and geometry of monomers for the optimal band structure and charge transport/transfer within CPPs. Morphology and porosity of CPPs could be intensively controlled when a template and porogen are utilized. Chemical functionality of CPPs offers hydrophilicity manipulation. The processing of CPPs to fit in industrial standard still has a long way to go, however, the embedment of CPPs with light and transparent supports could be an option for integrating CPPs into photo-reactors. Future challenges in designing CPPs lie ahead. One of the open questions is how far we can tune the energy levels of CPPs to tackle highly demanding reactions such as CO 2 activation and methane oxidation. The next urgent task would be the process engineering of CPPs for large-scale photocatalysis, i.e. commercialization of CPPs. Keeping a balance between photocatalytic activity and cost of CPPs is thus becoming a key issue. New synthetic protocols of CPPs, cost effective and good in performance, have to be considered. Nevertheless, in terms of the photocatalytic activity along with tunable structure and properties, CPPs have demonstrated explosive growth in recent years and great promise for future applications. Through a limitless structural combination of CPPs, we envision that remaining challenges upon CPPs will be dissolved in the near future by best-tailoring CPPs with the design strategies that we have summarized in this review.
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